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E d i t o r ’s N o t e

We knew a truth
about Hawaii
that the world
has yet to fully
discover: that
underneath
its seductiveness
lies a dynamic,
unique culture.
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Two years ago, a small group of us set out to make a magazine. We wanted it to be smart,
beautiful, captivating, wise — just like the Islands themselves. We knew a truth about Hawaii that
the world has yet to fully discover: that underneath its seductiveness lies a dynamic, unique culture.
The magazine we planned would explore that culture, illuminate it. And so in our first issue,
in December 2006, we included an interview with Polynesian literary luminary Kiana Davenport;
a profile of modern dance master Peter Espiritu; an in-depth piece on Shangri La, the stunning
museum on the slopes of Diamond Head that houses one of the best collections of Islamic
art in America.
The reaction was swift: People loved The Kahala magazine. They loved the topics, the writing,
the photography, the design. They loved the intelligence and the richness. In our next issues,
we profiled musicians, a storyteller, a sculptor, environmental activists, an entrepreneur who’s
developed a solar-water purifier for the world’s poor. We told stories of lifeguards, of filmmakers,
of cheesemakers, of a woman who spends her days hybridizing gorgeous new varieties of hibiscus.
We continued our quest to take readers deeper into Island consciousness.
Our work has not gone unnoticed. This spring, the Hawaii Publishers Association named
The Kahala the Islands’ best visitor publication with a circulation under 500,000. The magazine
won four other awards from the HPA, three for photography and one for design. In the Honolulu
Advertising Federation’s prestigious Pele awards competition, The Kahala won twelve awards,
given for the magazine’s editorial design, cover design, publication design and photography. In
fact, The Kahala’s win at the Peles was unprecedented: The magazine received more awards
than a single publication has ever garnered in the history of the competition.
In this issue, you’ll learn more about Hawaii and meet more Island visionaries. Journey into
the recesses of one of Oahu’s most sacred and storied sites, Waimea Valley. Meet Cheryl Flaharty,
the director of the IONA dance company and one of the most creative choreographers on the
planet. Learn about the musical duo HAPA, eco-chic diva Deb Mascia, the ARTS at Marks Garage
collective, the new sport of stand-up paddling. Learn more about the dynamic and unique place
where you now find yourself. We hope The Kahala will convince you that these are islands to be
honored, respected and treasured.

© 2007 Cartier
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The Kahala’s resort manager
Tim Lee is making a list
and checking it twice
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M r. E f f ic i e nc y

T

im Lee is all about order. When his
friends and family visit his apartment
and look in the cupboards and closets, what
they find is this: canned goods and bottled
water arranged according to size, with labels
facing out. Coordinated outfits pressed and
ready to go, one for each day, all lined up for
the next two weeks. Socks arranged by color
and folded neatly. “They tell me, ‘It’s not
natural. No one lives like this,’” says the resort
manager of The Kahala. “They say, ‘This is
just too much!’”

Lee’s career
has taken
him around
the globe,
to London,
Taiwan,
San Francisco,
Auckland,
Chicago,
Beverly Hills
— and
Honolulu.
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Lee laughs as he tells this story. He
acknowledges his orderliness can be construed
as obsessive. But, he says further, it’s only
natural that his work would inform his life.
For most of his career, Lee has been what’s
known in industry terms as a “fixer.” When a
hotel was threatened with losing one of its
stars, Lee was sent in to address the problem.
He’s retrained staff and worked on morale
issues. He’s filled in where needed, overseen
major renovations and worked on day-to-day
operations. He’s been known to board a plane
at a moment’s notice and to live out of a
suitcase for months, even years. His career
has taken him around the globe, to London,
Taiwan, San Francisco, Auckland, Chicago,
Beverly Hills — and Honolulu.

It may seem glamorous — he did, after all,
live in the suite Warren Beatty used to occupy
in the Beverly Wilshire Hotel, the same hotel
in which Pretty Woman was filmed — but
the glitz of hotel life never really charmed this
local boy. Instead, he has always thrived on
challenge. He started his career at a small hotel
in Honolulu, where he applied for a position
in housekeeping and was first told that only
women worked in housekeeping. But he wanted
the experience. “It was the hardest job I’ve
ever done in my life,” Lee says today. He
transferred to bellman and later asked to
work the front desk. Management didn’t
approve the request. So he waited for
his chance, studied desk operations
even as he worked as a bellman and
when two front desk staff called in
sick one day, Lee was ready. He hasn’t
looked back since, working his way
up both the front and the back of the
house, favoring boutique properties
over large chains.
“It wasn’t a plan. I kept getting
transferred and promoted,” he says.
“I like organization and getting things
done. On my desk, there is a list of
things to do. I don’t go home until my
things are done for the day.”
It’s a habit deeply ingrained. Even
as a kid growing up near Nuuanu, Lee
made lists. He would tape them to the
refrigerator and go out and play with his
brothers and sisters. Sometimes, “They
would get mad because I would stop
the game and run back inside and cross
something off. So now my brothers and
sisters and parents, they just laugh.”
For someone who appreciates defined
tasks, the role of resort manager seems an odd
choice. Why not accountant? Or at least
a career that offers regular hours? But for Lee,
the position offers a personal challenge. For
more than twenty-five years, he’s lived on the
properties where he’s been employed, donning
his work hat — or in his case, meticulously
stylish outfits —nearly twenty-four hours a day
to make sure everything runs just so. That
meticulous apartment he currently lives in?
It’s his first, he says, something he daydreamed
about furnishing for years. So how did he do
it once he had the place? He pauses and
laughs. He made a list and bought everything
all at once. ;
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facilities with showers and Jacuzzi. Named one of Conde Nast Traveler’s “Top 100 Golf Resorts,”
Ko Olina Golf Club has hosted Champions Tour and LPGA events, including the Fields Open in
Hawaii. Come play where the pros play and experience the best golf on Oahu at Ko Olina...
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Deb Mascia brings eco-chic to the Islands — and a hip afterlife to the muumuu

STORY BY L I ZA SIMO N

PHOTOS BY SERGIO GOES
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T he M o the r o f Re i nve nt i o n

F

or a long time Deb Mascia has been
watching us: the way we faddishly fall
in love with things and then have a fickle
change of heart and give them the fling. With
her celestially themed company, Mu‘umu‘u
Heaven, she’s come to offer salvation in these
times of eco-awareness. Deb crafts gorgeous
tropical wear creations, all made from reused
thrift store treasures: splashy muumuu, Hawaii
Five-O era aloha shirts. Her zeal for save-the-

“Things
change all
the time.
I want to say
to people,
‘Stay with
who you are
and what
you value.’”
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planet chic has not only fueled her hallmark
style but added a fourth R to the green motto
of “Reduce, Reuse, Recycle” — Rejoice!
“We really don’t need to have things to be
happy, but we need to have a conscience
about the things that we have and not discard
them so easily,” Deb enthuses.
Her odyssey began in her hometown of
Melbourne, Australia when her “Nan,” an
eccentric but loveable former showgirl, took
niece Deb on childhood treasure hunts in the
city’s thrift stores. Then there was Deb’s dad,
who owned a hardware store and put her to
work there when she was 10. “I still love the
smell and feel of gadgets that can be used to
make things from scratch,” she says. Set to
take up theater studies, a 21-year-old Deb instead
set off on a round-the-world walkabout. But
she only got as far as a hostel in California,
where she kept thinking about the American,

Eric, she’d met during a brief stopover in
Waikiki. For his part, Eric called every hostel
in California until he tracked Deb down. She
flew back to have dinner in Hawaii with him
the next night — and they’ve been together ever
since. In the sway of early romance, Deb says,
“I sat down and made a seventeen-year plan —
to marry Eric, travel the world with him,
have a family and create my own business.
It’s all happened.”
Though perhaps not quite the way
she imagined it would. Deb and Eric
did not go immediately to the pearly
gates of Mu‘umu‘u Heaven (which,
yes, are made of recycled materials).
They bought a fixer-upper house,
which Deb committed to renovating.
“I would go to sites where houses were
being demolished and ask for stuff.
Poor Eric would see me diving into a
huge dumpster to rescue a doorknob,”
Deb laughs.
The leggy one-time PR agent also
began sewing her own work clothes.
“I was inspired by the beauty of the
fabrics, the women, the tropical
environment, and while I was working,
I wanted to express all this,” she recalls.
On one day, no fewer than eighteen
women approached Deb to ask where
they could find a skirt like hers. Pledging
to stick with secondhand materials
only, she hired a few seamstress friends.
Trunk show sales were brisk. Even
better were sales to hotshot stylists and stars.
On the day Deb’s and Eric’s son was born, the
Mu‘umu‘u Heaven website went up. And now
they have a thriving boutique — replete with
those recycled pearly gates — in Kailua.
This year Deb’s decided she’s no longer
content to rescue only clothing. She’s gone
back to those construction sites and is now
collaborating with a local store to make recycled
Heavenly Home Furnishings: pillows, lampshades,
picture frames and more. You name it and Deb
will make it. “Things change all the time,”
she says. “I want to say to people, ‘Stay with
who you are and what you value.’” ;
Mu‘umu‘u Heaven is located at 767 Kailua
Road in Kailua and is open Monday
through Saturday from 10 a.m. to 6 p.m.
and Sunday from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m.
For more, call (808) 263 -3366.
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Have paddle,
will travel — Reid
Inouye is at the
forefront of
Hawaii’s stand-up
paddling craze
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G e t Up , S ta n d U p

R

eid Inouye finally started surfing just
before he became a teenager. “I wanted
to surf so bad as a 10-year-old, but my father
wouldn’t allow it,” remembers the man who
has now spent forty years in the waves. “I got

“One of
the beauties
of paddling
is the ocean
life you see —
dolphins,
manta rays,
turtles,
schools of
fish being
chased
by ulua.”
the green light at 13, and then I got hooked.”
Seriously hooked. Over the course of his life
aquatic, Reid has been a professional surfer,
owned a surf shop, promoted international
surf contests, published the surf magazine
HeavyWater, and “spent as much time as I
could in the ocean.” But now he has found his
greatest passion. “The sport of stand-up paddling,”
he says, “has captured my imagination like
nothing else.”
Stand-up paddling has been a long time
coming. Surfing, or hee nalu in Hawaiian, was
born in the Islands centuries ago and went on
to spawn windsurfing, kitesurfing and — if you
stretch it a bit — even snowboarding. Now
the newest sensation in the Islands is stand-up
paddling. The sport uses a wider, thicker board
for greater flotation and a long-handled paddle
for forward propulsion. And yes, you don’t even
need to get wet if you don’t want to — this is a
sport that happens on water, not necessarily in

20

it. Reid, one of its earliest devotees, calls it,
“probably the easiest thing to pick up but
the most intense all-around workout. You get
cardio, core and upper-muscle workouts. I’ve
lost 35 pounds and my blood pressure has
dropped significantly. Even my flat
feet now have an arch!”
Stand-up paddling allows devotees
to leave behind the four walls of a gym
— the sport offers spectacular scenery
and an entirely new perspective on the
Islands. The sea’s clear waters allow
paddlers to peer into the depths, as Reid
notes: “One of the beauties of paddling
is the ocean life you see — dolphins,
manta rays, turtles, schools of fish being
chased by ulua. Once I had a pufferfish
that followed me along the shoreline at
Ala Moana Beach Park. Another time,
a fish kept nibbling on my paddle.”
Now 52, Reid grew up in Palolo Valley
and later Aiea, where he graduated
from high school. “Then I went to
college at the school of hard knocks,
learning things by trial and error,”
he recalls. “I learned everything I
know by watching the great people of
the world. They influenced my life
by the way they took on challenges
and conquered them. They understood
that you reap the rewards of life by
putting 200 percent into what you do
and never holding back.”
Reid has put that 200 percent into stand-up
paddling. He and other serious surfers like
Robbie Naish and Laird Hamilton have now
started taking their stand-up rigs beyond flat
water and out into the waves.
“You have a far better view of the oncoming
set from high atop the board than you do
sitting on a surfboard in the water,” says Reid.
“You also have more leverage and thrust with
the paddle than with your arms and can see
other people in the water.” That last point is
especially important to Reid, who notes, “I’ve
never encountered conflicts with anybody in
the water. You wait your turn, you share the
waves and the ocean. I believe that if you give
respect, you get respect.” ;
To learn more about stand-up paddling
or to arrange a lesson, contact Reid
at standuppaddle @ gmail.com
or (808) 723 - 5357.
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Iolani Palace is a
chronicle of Hawaii’s
history. Of a time when
King Kalakaua traveled
the world, bringing back
tokens of esteem and
aﬀection from heads of
state as far away as India
and China. The Palace
tells a thousand stories—
of festivities, of government, of grace under
pressure. Of a time when
Hawaii was a kingdom,
fit for a Queen.

Make Iolani
Palace your first
stop, as you journey
into Hawaii’s rich
and royal past.

Step into Hawaii’s past
364 South King Street

Open Tuesday through Saturday • Guided and audio tours available

Call for reservations 808-522-0832 • www.iolanipalace.org

Iolani
Palace
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Marks Garage has
become t he unlikely
epicent er of Honolulu’s
flourishing art scene
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T he I nc ubator

W

hen organizers at the Hawai‘i Arts
Alliance first proposed putting a
community-driven arts center in a parking
garage, many people “thought we were crazy,”
remembers Marla Musick, communications
director for the alliance. “The space, Marks
Garage, was run down and derelict. When you
think about how it was back then, creating The
ARTS at Marks Garage was a huge leap of faith.”

“When we
first opened,
the artists
had to pay
for their own
refreshments
for their
openings
and buy all
the stamps
for their
postcards.”
“Back then,” the neighborhood where Marks
Garage sits, just west of downtown, was a roughand-tumble place on the edge of gentrification.
The newly reopened Hawaii Theater was
drawing people and the Southeast Asian-themed
restaurant Indigo was a chic hit — but you
could still buy hits of a whole different kind
out on the street. In the midst of this milieu,
developer Andy Friedlander bought Marks
Garage and, in 2001, leased its first floor to the
Hawai‘i Arts Alliance for a nominal fee.
In the ensuing seven years, The ARTS at
Marks Garage has grown to become a stellar
advertisement for urban renewal. The space now
showcases fifteen exhibits and 152 performances
annually and serves as an unofficial town hall
for artists, providing office space and gallery
space for artists as well as performance space for
dancers, musicians and spoken-word performers.
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Rich Richardson, the creative director of
The ARTS at Marks, credits Oahu’s artists for
the space’s success. “We now have a lot of
people coming through a month,” he says. “The
momentum starts with the artists inviting
their friends and family down to see what’s new.
When we first opened, the artists had to pay
for their own refreshments for their openings,
buy all the stamps for their postcards and pay
for the printing. And this was true for years.
We didn’t know we were going to succeed.
In fact, a few years into the project, we were
talking — painfully — about an exit strategy.”
But then Richardson and artist Jodi
Endicott had a brainstorm. Four years ago
they started First Friday, an open house night
for all downtown and Chinatown galleries.
The event was a smash and today still draws
hundreds of people to the area on the first
Friday night of every month. In addition to
gallery hobnobbing, on any given First Friday
there may be slam poetry contests, live
music and dance performances. Restaurants
overflow and the sidewalks are crowded with
people. The number of art galleries in the
neighborhood has grown from four to twenty.
There are now wine bars, clubs, yoga studios,
shops, and coffee houses.
“Positive activity replaces negative activity.
Instead of getting offered crack, now I get
offered a $15 ticket to a wine tasting — for
better or worse,” laughs Richardson.
At the epicenter of it all is The ARTS
at Marks Garage. The organizers view it as
an incubator for all creative types, not just,
says Richardson, artists with a “capital A.” The
collective employs a sliding scale, facilitates
meetings with surrounding communities and
works with government officials to further
galvanize the community around the arts.
“There are a lot of different industries that
need the same sort of creative Petri dish that
artists do: designers, fashion people, musicians
playing in the clubs,” Richardson says. “Ideally,
artists, city officials and landowners will work
together to create a fully functioning arts
district, with housing and workspace that will
create a good ecology for creativity. That will
really cement the potential of this place.” ;
The Arts at Marks Garage is located at
1159 Nuuanu Avenue in Honolulu and is
open Tuesday through Saturday from 11 a.m.
to 6 p.m. For more, call (808 ) 521 - 29 03.

Hoku’s

Plumeria beach house

Our signature restaurant features contemporary island cuisine
for dinner and Sunday brunch.

For breakfast, lunch and dinner, enjoy casual beachfront dining
on the white sands of Kahala.

sunday brunch

the veranda

A delicious selection of dishes are served at Hoku’s and Plumeria Beach House.

The perfect spot for afternoon tea, pupus, cocktails and nightly entertainment.

experience Legendary dining

Call restaurant reservations at 739.8888 or,
from your room, press Restaurant Reservations

www.kahalaresort.com
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AII LUXURY PROPERTY SPECIALIST
FOR REAL ESTATE BUYERS

A real estate agent may represent either the buyer or the seller.
You hire a real estate agent when selling your home.
NOW YOU CAN HIRE AN ABR TO REPRESENT YOU WHEN BUYING A PROPERTY.

Accredited Buyers Representative

The ABR agent offers to represent the Buyer in the real estate
transaction and is COMMITTED TO WORKING FOR THE BUYERS AND THEIR INTERESTS ONLY!
Dear Carl,
Working with your company Sandwich Isles Realty was like working with a trusted friend – friendly,
efficient, and above all honest. You informed my wife and I of our many options with style and grace while
not trying to push us to buy or rent. It could not have been a more pleasant experience.
Thank you, Herb Albert

Kahala Professional Building
4747 Kilauea Ave. • Honolulu, Hawaii 96816
Phone: 808.735.5585 Fax: 808.735.5598
Visit our website at www.kahalarealty.com
for a FREE property search feature.
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808.255.2400
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Carl W. Smigielski R, ABR
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HAPA’s
Nathan Aweau
and
Barry Flanagan
mix it up
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T he M us ic Me n

W

hen Nathan Aweau, the Hawaiian
half of the award-winning duo HAPA,
got the itinerary for the band’s 2008 tour of
Japan, he couldn’t quite believe it: twenty
concerts in nineteen cities in twenty-five days.
“I called Barry right away and said, ‘Are you
guys kidding me or what?!’” he remembers.
But Barry Flanagan, the haole other half of
HAPA (hapa refers to a person of mixed blood),
assured Nathan that they had it in them. If
there’s anything that has kept HAPA the most
visible Hawaiian band in recent history, it’s the
duo’s tireless devotion to sharing its music —
a repertoire of infectious pan-Polynesian
sounds and original acoustic stylings.
HAPA’s road shows may be relatively small,
but the production value is always large. On
that Japan tour, for example, which played

“I heard
‘E Apo Mai’
on the radio,
and I thought
to myself,
‘Wow, who
is this …
stealing my
guitar licks?!’”

to crowds of mostly 2,000 or so in intimate
amphitheatres, a hula troupe joined the band
at each show. HAPA also regularly invites
Maui’s Charles Kaupu, an expert in oli or
Hawaiian chant, to accompany the band, in the
process expanding the audience’s exposure to
Hawaiian traditions.
“It’s kind of funny to be in places like
Boulder, Colorado or New York City, and all
of a sudden it feels as if you’re doing a concert
at home. That local feeling is something that
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happens at Hawaiian music concerts. It’s pretty
magical,” says Barry. It’s a feeling that HAPA
loves to bestow. “There are only so many jobs
in life where you can travel to places and
uplift people’s spirits. So even though we’re not
playing in coliseums, what people take seriously
is that we’re trying to impart a sense of joy
and peace. That speaks to every culture,”
Barry continues, “and we’re doing it with our
version of Hawaiian music.”
BORN IN NEW YORK CITY and raised in
New Jersey, Barry picked up the guitar when
he was 18. His mother and older sister both
played, and his sister had also introduced him
to The Beatles. “That’s when I first started
noticing music and the effect it had on people,”
he recalls. He developed a deep appreciation
for early bluegrass, folk, rock, and blues,
finding himself inspired by the likes of
guitarists Doc Watson, B.B. King , Eric
Clapton, and Jeff Beck.
In 1980, Barry came to Hawaii to study
the indigenous art forms of ki hoalu (slack
key guitar) and haku mele (Hawaiian poetic
song composing). “The smartest slack key
advice I ever got was from Uncle Moon
Keahi in Lahaina. He told me when I was
trying to learn slack key twenty-seven
years ago, ‘Don’t learn anybody’s style.
Learn the tunings and put your stuff
inside the tunings.’”
Nathan says Barry’s original style —
with its hint of East Coast assertiveness —
immediately caught his ear. “ You didn’t
hear any individual in Hawaii that had
that certain sound, and that’s why it
turned a lot of heads,” Nathan says. The
two quickly found common musical
ground. “When we met each other, he
would ask me about certain groups, and
I’d say, ‘Oh yeah, I know this group.’
And we’d talk about individual players in
certain groups and we’d look at each other
like, ‘Oh wow, I didn’t know anyone knew
about them,’” he remembers.
Nathan, whose father was a music major,
started playing piano when he was 4 years old,
followed by ukulele. As a teenager, he discovered
guitar and an admiration for — contrary to what
his current recordings may have you believe —
heavy metal. “I think I was a freshman in
high school. A friend turned me on to AC/DC’s
first album, and from there I was hooked.
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I drove my parents crazy,” he remembers.
“And then I discovered Rush.”
As Nathan’s musical tastes expanded, so
did the range of his musical skill. During high
school, he played saxophone and bass guitar;
in college, he studied sax, double bass and
voice. His enormous talent led the legendary
Don Ho to tap him to be his musical director
for fifteen years.

“When we’re
on stage, all
of a sudden
something
clicks. And
we just look
at each other
like, ‘Ah,
this is the
coolest thing.’”

Nathan’s greatest influences come from
the jazz world: saxophonist Stan Getz and his
all-time favorite musician, Chick Corea. If you
look in his car’s CD player right now, he says,
you’ll find Corea: “I just can’t get enough of
him.” Nathan’s own Bass Etude, an ambient
solo-bass record, garnered him the 2006 Na
Hokuhanohano Award (Hawaii’s version of the
Grammy) for jazz album of the year. During
the same ceremony, he was also named male
vocalist of the year.
Today Nathan still practices two hours a day.
“It’s more than just practice, it’s my job, it’s
my hobby. As a musician, I feel very fortunate
because I get to do what I really, really love
to do.”
IN 2003, Barry invited Nathan to join HAPA.
“I heard ‘E Apo Mai’ on the radio, and
I thought to myself, ‘Wow, who is this …
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stealing my guitar licks?!’” Barry laughs. “And
it was Nathan.” As he tells it, he went to hear
Nathan play with Don Ho and was astonished
by Nathan’s rendition of “Akaka Falls.” They
had lunch together, and a few years later,
they walked away from the 2006 Hokus with
prestigious wins in four categories for their
first collaborative record Maui, including
album of the year and contemporary Hawaiian
album of the year. Those accolades
reinforced the name HAPA created for
itself in 1994, when Barry and then-partner
Kelii Kanealii won album of the year for
the self-titled debut HAPA, which remains
the top-selling album by any group in
Hawaiian music history.
Barry describes HAPA’s sound as
multi-dimensional. “If there are twenty
songs performed in a two-hour concert,
there will be fifteen different sounds and
feelings for the listener to process,” he
says. Those include oli, slack key guitar,
a seven-string bass guitar solo piece, and
hula. Add to that leo kie kie, Nathan’s
romantic male falsetto singing. Half a bar
of Nathan’s vocals, and you know it’s him,
Barry explains. “Nathan’s falsetto may not
be what they would call traditional, but
when you hear the first two words, it’s like,
‘Oh, it’s Nathan.’ And there’s really a lot
to be said for that.”
HAPA’s next album, Hula, will take the
band in yet another new direction. “We really
want to do our versions of some popular
hula songs,” says Barry, adding that the album
will also include a handful of originals.
“When you see HAPA, you see this darkskinned guy, you see this blond-haired guy and
they’re sitting next to each other playing some
great music. And it shows people, ‘Hey, you
know what? These two guys come from different
ends of the world,’” Nathan says, underscoring
HAPA’s message of global harmony. “What
Barry knows in music, what I know in music,
we share with each other. He’s an incredible
guitar player. There are some things on a guitar
that I know I can do better and vice versa.
But there’s no one who’s better than the other.
When we’re on stage, all of a sudden something
clicks. And we just look at each other like,
‘Ah, this is the coolest thing.’ ” ;
HAPA plays regularly at The Veranda at
The Kahala.

Stor y b y Li l y S t o n e
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THERE WERE SIX OF US gathered around a table. We’d just come
from a long swim, where we’d met an old green sea turtle and
heard whales singing in the distance. Now we were eating and
talking about wellness. V “Wellness is having no awareness of your
body,” said Bart, “because it’s working so perfectly.” U Jeremy
agreed. “Yes, when nothing’s bothering you — when you’re not
depressed, you don’t have a headache, you’re not sore — when
you’re happy, that’s wellness. When you’re balanced and at peace.”
“There’s a sense of your whole body being in perfect equilibrium, every cell vibrating,” contributed
Therese. “A sense of completeness and grounding. You’ve returned to your natural state.”
“But wellness implies the mental, also,” Ralph added. “It’s holistic: physical, mental and spiritual.”
“So what creates it?” I asked.
“It’s a lack of stress — letting go of tension, letting go of feeling the need to do things at warp
speed,” said Therese.
“Standing barefoot in the sand, feeling your body connecting heaven and earth, or doing yoga or
acupuncture — doing any of these is about lessening stress and improving wellness,” said Elodie. “But
you have to actually do them.”
“Right. Wellness is doing what you love and loving what you do,” said Ralph. “You don’t analyze,
you don’t calculate.”
“For me, nature plays a key role, too,” Therese said. “Being in nature allows me to feel an
age-old balance and a sense of connection to everything around me.”
“Exactly,” said Jeremy, nodding again. “It resets your metronome.”
“So what are the boundaries of wellness then?” asked Ralph. “It doesn’t seem like it just stops with
the individual. Wellness involves relationships: with people in your life, with the environment, with
situations. And your own wellness affects everyone within your sphere.”
We were silent for a minute, thinking about that last idea: that we are all bound up in a
communal experience of wellness, that our energies help to shape the wellness of those around us.
“When you’re well, you lose awareness of the self,” said Bart at last, bringing us back to the
beginning. “Self-awareness changes into a sort of super-awareness, a oneness with the universe.
Think of it like the fish we saw today. A fish is in water — it’s when you take it out that it gets
into trouble. Being well is like being that fish in the water. It’s being exactly where you’re meant to be.
It’s living a life of absolute equilibrium.”

BODY, MIND AND SPIRIT: At The Kahala, the focus is on all three. In the spa, the emphasis is on the
natural world and treatments include such items as flower essences and sea salts. “We bring the outdoors
into the whole process of wellness,” says the hotel’s principal therapist Fred Zukerman.
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Relax.
Breathe deep.
Let go.
Welcome to wellness at The Kahala.
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Your sense of wellness is as unique as your fingerprint. What causes you to experience all of the
pieces that define wellness — peace, vitality, confidence, relaxation, joy — might be completely
different from what evokes those feelings in others. To continue the metaphor of the fish: What
makes you feel like you’re in the water, that you’re exactly where you’re meant to be?
There do seem to be some constants. Sleep, space, calm, good food, clean water, movement,
sunshine, deep breaths, big trees, love — these all make us feel better, more connected, more at ease.
Fred Zukerman has made a life’s work of studying what he calls the “three main pillars of wellness:
body, mind and spirit.” As the principal therapist for The Kahala, Fred is perfectly situated to bring
his passion for wellness into his professional life — and he has done so.
“Hawaii is such a beautiful location,” he says, pointing to the greatest wellness inducer of all
at The Kahala: the natural world surrounding the hotel. The air is moist and fresh. The sun is all
embracing. The flowers bloom year round. The greens in the trees are vivid. The birds sing without
fail at dawn and dusk. The light spectrum shifts through the day from a gentle rose to a hot white to
a rich gold. On the beach, the sand underfoot is soft and warm. And the ocean … the ocean is the
great rejuvenator. Soak in its salty, soothing waters for a few hours and you could very well feel like
that fish — exactly where you’re meant to be. The staff at The Kahala, well aware of the majesty of
the hotel’s setting, make it easy and fun to be out in the natural world: If you want to ride bikes, they’re
available; if you want to paddle kayaks, you’ll find them. Or if you just want to lie in the sunshine and
breathe, there’s a chaise lounge on the beach waiting for you.
The natural world is also the foundation of The Kahala’s spa. “We bring the outdoors into the
whole process of wellness,” Fred says as he walks along the verdant path that meanders through the
spa’s treatment rooms. It is planted with thriving ti, palms, crotons, and more. “The spa’s signature
flower essences, for example,” he says. “They’re made on the Big Island from flowers that have been
handpicked, and they’re direct extractions of the flowers’ essences.” Natural Bliss contains essences
of bamboo orchids, azaleas and the native lehua blossom. You’ll also find, among others, Relax, with
yellow ginger; Fresh Start, made with the kinihe flower; Letting Go, with papaya; Clear Mind, with ti;
and Self-Love, with wild azalea.
“They’re very authentic, very natural. We use them in our treatments, and we see that they help to
relax and energize people,” says Fred. “In Hawaii, body treatments are typically meant to heal. The rituals
tie back to the land, and they have a spiritual side. They were passed from generation to generation.
Lomilomi, for example, which is Hawaiian massage. Different families have different techniques. Here
at the spa, we have two signature lomilomi treatments. The first is Kala Ko‘iko‘i Lomilomi, which uses
a very special hand-carved guava wood stick and warm pohaku stones. Its focus is relaxing the body and
the muscles. The ‘Oli‘oli Lomilomi is more focused on deep breathing and finding the body’s rhythm.
It’s more about energy and relaxing the mind. It’s a very spiritual massage, the ‘Oli‘oli.
“I’m proudest of the fact that we’re truly authentic and that we honor the traditions of Hawaii,”
adds Fred. “People love what we do.”
In addition to the lomilomi at The Kahala, there are the signature body treatments, which, says
Fred, enhance wellness by removing toxins and softening skin. The Wahine Lokahi, or Unity of
Being, uses a dry brush to exfoliate, followed by a lehua honey and sugar scrub. The Mömo, or
Renewal, uses a volcanic ash with essences from the ti and mamaki plants and also incorporates an
awa scalp massage. “These treatments that we’ve developed are for the skin and for the soul,” says
Fred. “They take you to a whole other level.”
I’m headed for that level. In the last few days, I’ve explored the meaning of wellness and learned a
lot about The Kahala’s commitment to it. Now I’m about to experience the ‘Oli‘oli Spa Ritual, which
combines the ‘Oli‘oli Lomilomi with the Mömo to create a combination body massage, body scrub,
mud wrap and scalp massage. It lasts over two hours and is designed to evoke each part of the wellness
triangle: body, mind and spirit.

INSIDE THE WORLD OF WELLNESS (CLOCKWISE FROM TOP LEFT) : Sosefina Nepo uses a
special hand-carved guava wood stick as part of a Kala Ko‘iko‘i Lomilomi ; the entrance to The Kahala’s spa;
yoga by the sea in the Chi Energy Center’s hale ; and the entrance to the Chi center.
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Throughout time, sacred energy has nur tured life in Waimea
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As soon as you turn off the congested highway onto the gravel driveway
into Waimea Valley, your senses begin to unwind and stretch out. First, you see
the craggy face of the valley’s imposing walls, testament to a complex geologic
history. As you look up, the valley seems to look down, establishing its authority.
Next, you hear birds in the treetops, their calls loud and clear and echoing away
in the distance. The sweet perfume of Waimea’s flora fills your nostrils. You begin
to breathe more deeply.
Crossing the threshold at the visitors’ entrance, you pass into a place of
harmony. A palpable wind controls the mood. When it blows, it parts the leaves,
sometimes rattling seedpods, other times whistling through palm fronds. The
river, too, controls the valley’s mood. Sometimes it gurgles gently over the rocks;
at other times, it runs in torrents to the sea. As you become attuned to the ways
in which the valley’s temper shifts with the elements, your moods will likely shift
with them, too. But one sentiment is constant here: What you feel with your
entire being is Waimea’s unmistakable mana. Mana is the Hawaiian term for
divine power, and in Waimea Valley, it acts as a life force.
Waimea was carved out of the flank of the Koolau Mountains two million
years ago, and before human inhabitants, it was the domain of birds and insects.
They flew among the ferns and flowering plants, over a sprawling green blanket
spread between two high bluffs: Keanaloa on the east and Kaluahole on the west.
A narrow ridge, Kalahee, split the valley in two, and four streams merged into one
river that cascaded into Waihi Falls and then traveled on to empty into the sea.
The river’s abundant fresh water, or wai, became a valuable sustainer (wai
is also Hawaiian for wealth). A sweeping bay at the foot of the valley served as a
plentiful storehouse of fish. When Hawaii’s earliest inhabitants arrived from Tahiti
and the Marquesas some 2,000 years ago, they chose Waimea Valley as the site of
one of their first settlements.
From the twelfth century AD to the early 1800s, Waimea was the province
of the Hawaiian priesthood. Kahuna nui, high priests directly descended from the
spiritual leader Paao, established the valley as a center of religion. They constructed
heiau (temples), including, at the valley’s entrance, Hale O Lono; overlooking
the western edge of the bay, Kupopolo; and on the cliffs above, Puu O Mahuka.
Waimea also saw the first contact between Oahu and the West when, in 1779,
representatives of two of Captain James Cook’s ships came ashore to replenish
their water supplies.
The tumult that marked Hawaii’s meeting with the outside world came
to Waimea soon after. In 1792, thirteen years after Cook’s visit, three crewmembers
of the ship Daedalus were murdered on the banks of the valley’s river. When the
Hawaiian religion was abolished in the 1820s, the priestly reign over Waimea
ended. Many Hawaiians in the valley succumbed to foreign-borne diseases; others
died in devastating floods in the late 1800s, the result of rapacious sandalwood
logging that stripped the valley of its natural protection against erosion.
In 1929 the Waialua Agriculture Company (Castle & Cooke) bought the
valley, and Hawaiian homes were replaced by plantation houses for Japanese
workers in the pineapple and sugar fields. Some land was leased to ranchers, who
raised cattle in the valley. During World War II, the U.S. military built defense
stations around Waimea. Oahu residents, made newly mobile by the automobile,
began using the valley as a place for recreation, flocking to the swimming hole
at the falls. The change was, given the valley’s geologic age, swift indeed.

Waimea Valley on
Oahu’s North Shore
is one of the most
beautiful and revered
places in the Islands,
and the abundance
of fresh water in the
valley ensures Waimea
is a bastion of life.
At left, a scene from
Kamananui Stream, about
half a mile downstream
from the valley’s Waihi
Falls; KUKUI, banyans
and jade plum grow
along the banks of
Kamananui. Previous
spread: At left, a look
into the upper reaches
of Waimea, where
archeological sites
abound; at right,
a view into Waimea
soon after dawn, just
as the light of the
day is beginning to
pour into the valley.
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Waimea is home to
hundreds of unusual
botanical species, both
endemic and introduced.
At right, top left, are
water lilies, known
scientifically as NYMPHAEA
CAPENSIS, which came
originally from South
Africa. To their right
is a red ti, a post-Captain
Cook plant brought
from elsewhere in the
Pacific; before contact,
says Waimea botanist
David Orr, the Hawaiians
had only the green
species of the plant.
Below, the jade vine,
STRONGY LODON
MACROBOTRYS, is a native
of the Philippines;
Orr calls its turquoise
flowers “the most
unnatural color in
nature.” To its left is
a rare torch ginger
from Southeast Asia. “Its
flowers,” says Orr, “are
almost black.”
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“When I first found this valley, I just fell in love. Everything was still wild,”
remembers Aunty Margaret Kaula-Chun, today one of the valley’s most respected
kupuna, or elders. Her father was born in Waipio Valley on the Big Island, where
he served as a postmaster and a ranger on horseback. Eventually, marriage brought
Aunty Kaula to Oahu, and in 1956, after her second son was born, she and her
husband regularly hiked down into Waimea from the back of the valley, exploring
leisurely and picking mountain apples. “All the North Shore, we all came to go
swimming up there,” she reminisces.
She sits in front of a basket of tiny toy tops fashioned from kukui nuts near
a kauhale, the site of an ancient Hawaiian home in the valley. Setting one of the
nuts atwirl on the table, she says the older kids in her household would make the
tops for the younger ones. For Aunty Kaula, being in Waimea Valley reminds her
of her roots in the Big Island’s Waipio, Waimanu and Pololu valleys. “Where I
came from was country country,” she says.
Dorothy Awai, better known as Aunty Kanani, hails from the Big Island too,
from Honokahau Valley. “I grew up living the Hawaiian way. My family were farmers
and fishermen, dependent on the land and the sea,” the kupuna explains. “I learned
how to plant, harvest, cook, and pound poi in fourth grade. We ate poi three times
a day. I learned to gather fish, opihi. That’s what I know about my culture.”
In 1971, the Bishop Corporation, which was partly owned by members of
the Pietsch family, bought Waimea from Castle & Cooke and began to develop
it as a recreational park. Bishop opened the park in 1974, to some 2,000 visitors a
day. Aunty Kaula recalls not wanting to return to the valley, not wanting to see it
transformed into a visitor attraction. Eventually, though, she visited to watch her
youngest daughter perform in a hula show, and she found herself impressed that
Charles Pietsch had taken steps to preserve the valley’s sacred sites and archaeological
findings. She noted that he had also maintained the Hawaiian garden with its
varieties of sweet potato, taro, breadfruit, and other traditional foods.
Though the Pietschs’ intentions to preserve the valley’s cultural integrity
seemed honorable, the next owner’s were less so. He turned Waimea into an
amusement park. “The ATVs, the zip line, the jungle trek — they had absolutely
nothing to do with the valley,” Aunty Kaula fumes. “They mounted parrots and
put a plastic giraffe on the side of the hill.”
Waimea was in a tumultuous time. When the valley went up for sale in
2000, the threat of development loomed. But a coalition of public, private and
government entities raised enough money to buy the valley and return it to the
public trust. For four years, the Audubon Society became stewards of the valley,
reinvesting in the arboretum and gardens and shifting the focus back to nature.
Today, Waimea’s title belongs to the Office of Hawaiian Affairs, a semiautonomous entity created by the state to administer ceded lands held in trust for
the benefit of Native Hawaiians. When the Audubon Society stepped down from
its management role in February of this year, Hi‘i Paka, a non-profit organization
established by OHA , assumed guardianship of the valley. Their mission is to
establish Waimea Valley as “a living puuhonua [place of peace and safety] for
and by kanaka [native Hawaiians] for Hawaii and the world.” Plans to bring back
cultural traditions have been made, as well as promises to maintain the world-class
botanical garden that houses 5,000 plant species, 400 of which are threatened
or endangered.
Aunty Kaula looks forward to hearing the beating of the ipu pahu, or hula
drum, echo through the valley once again. “These chants and these dances were
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what was used to pass on the history of the valley from generation to generation,”
Aunty Kaula says. These are lessons schoolchildren can’t learn in the classroom,
she adds. Then she stops to notice the wind.
“You can hear it from the upper valley coming down, blowing through the
lau hala. So precious. Everyone who comes here feels it. Ka makani,” she says
softly, “the wind. The way I feel is the spirit of the valley is touching you that way,
the spirit of the people who used to live here — through the wind. It’s such a
special feeling, so special, when the wind comes.” She gazes toward the back of
the valley as if to look for the wind’s invisible source, the mana that has supported
life in Waimea throughout its evolution.

If Aunty Kaula is the valley’s cultural expert, David Orr is its botanical
one. A walking, talking encyclopedia of knowledge who has worked in the valley
for a decade, botanist Orr knows Waimea’s plants the way that parents know their
children. With an exceptionally keen eye, he leads nature tours through the gardens,
rattling off the characteristics of each tree.
He stops at a “lipstick tree,” for example, grabbing a pod from its branches.
Opening it, he rubs the seeds and his fingers turn an orange-red. The oil from the
seeds, he explains, was used by Native Americans to dye their skin. “It was also
known as the poor man’s saffron,” he adds.
We pass other animated trees — the shaving brush tree with its fuschiacolored bristle flowers, the nitrogen-loving suction cup plant, the bat-pollinated
sausage tree, the crowd-pleasing autograph tree. Different plants have different
uses, and Orr points out some: the tree that lends its flavor to Coca-Cola, another
that lends its scent to Old Spice shaving cream. There is the Indian neem tree
from which toothpaste and insecticides are derived. There’s the Agathis vitiensis,
a native of Fiji whose straight-growing trunks are valued for ship masts. Thanks to
the valley’s steep walls, which protect plants in storms or hurricanes, it is an ideal
location for a botanical collection, Orr says. In fact, he sees the valley as an ideal
place not just for plants but for a twenty-first-century Hawaiian renaissance.
Hi‘i Paka executive director Gary Gill agrees. “We are offering the kahea,
the call, to local people to come back to Waimea. This is a place of living culture.
This is a place for Hawaiians to be at home to perpetuate their culture,” Gill
declares. Formerly the state’s environmental director and a chair of the Honolulu
City Council, Gill is clearly a man on a mission.
“Much of my public life, I’ve been involved in preserving special places,”
he says. “Mostly, there are only small places left. But there’s an intactness to Waimea.
It has a unique power because it is a complete ecosystem from the mountains to
the ocean. There’s no concrete channel that controls the waters of Waimea. Now
all 1,800 acres are saved forever. This is not a place to watch a performance. It’s a
place to participate in a culture.”
“This valley is very spiritual, very healing. It heals people. Not just Hawaiians,
visitors too,” Aunty Kanani says, extending an invitation to people all over the world
to enter the valley.
It makes perfect sense that a living valley supports a living culture. Adhering
to the Hawaiian principle of malama aina — if you take care of the land, the land
will take care of you — the valley’s new stewards have pledged to protect all life
in Waimea: native plants, birds and fish as well as species brought from other parts
of the world. Waimea is at peace again. The wind blows, the mana remains, the
walls stand upright. ;

The sheer scale of
nature in Waimea creates
a sense of dignity and
power. Previous spread:
At left, botanist David
Orr stands flanked
by massive banana plants
native to Papua New
Guinea and planted in
Waimea in 1985; at right,
the Hale o Lono HEIAU,
a key temple built in
the valley at some point
between 1470 and 1700.
Opposite: Waimea’s
waters flow into an
estuary and, eventually,
all the way to the ocean;
this baby taro plant
is thriving in one of
the valley’s smaller
offshoot streams. Next
spread: At left, Aunty
Margaret Kaula-Chun
calls to KA MAKANI,
Waimea’s much-loved
wind; at right, Waihi
Falls.
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Earth, air, fire, water: The elemental energies of our planet fuel
life, creation, evolution. They feed us, fill us, warm us, soothe
us — and inspire us. And for decades, they have provoked the
imagination of Cheryl Flaharty, a woman who has made a life’s
work of exploring the flow of energy between spirit and matter.

Title Lettering ©2008 by Leo Gonzalez

Flaharty is the director of Hawaii’s best-known avant-garde performance troupe; her company,
the IONA Contemporary Dance Theatre, has been luring fans across the footlights and into the glow
of inner illumination for the last eighteen years. In that time, IONA has staged twenty-seven bold
theatrical productions and in so doing fed our need for spectacle — the kind that takes us deeper,
gets us connected, lets us see the unseen. Her 2006 production Electric Blue, for example, explored
the relationship between humans and the ocean, between, as Flaharty puts it, “the water of the earth
and the water of the body, the blue blood that runs through us.” But the show was anything but
cerebral, a fact that was clear even before Electric Blue began: Theatergoers were handed flashing
blue sunglasses as they entered — typical IONA camp. As the show unfolded, ornately costumed
dancers and acrobats undulated and twirled across the stage. In fact, the company’s launching pad
into the spiritual sphere is rich with luscious eye candy, cool and sexy visuals that include glittery
costumes and props. The kitschy stagecraft is combined with an earthy body language — and woven
into it all is a poetic reminder that reality is a vast, permeable and wondrous thing.
“Our success says that people want more than a show,” says Flaharty. “IONA covers the fullness
of life. It’s never stuck in sentimentality. It’s happiness and sadness at once. It’s being able to accept
all sides — even the dark side.”
IONA has produced shows featuring angels, tarot cards, Hawaiian deities, wood nymphs, and more,
mining archetypes for truth. The shows are staged in anything but conventional ways. The Living Tarot,
which played in Honolulu in 2007, was held in a weather-beaten mansion where, just inside the front
door, audience members had their fortunes told with tarot cards. The hands dealt determined each
person’s individual route through ten opulently decorated rooms; each room contained a stage where
tarot characters — such as Strength, the Lovers, the Magician, and the Empress — were brought to
life. Flaharty’s favorite was the High Priestess, lodged in a Pop Art-Betty Crocker kitchen and carried
around by a volunteer to feed people scrumptious pastries.
Such visions are not created by earth, air, fire, and water alone. To celebrate humanity’s many facets,
IONA also draws heavily on the radical dance form known as butoh, which sprang from Japan’s anguish
following World War II. While it has some roots in traditional Japanese kabuki theater, butoh features
abstract, improvisational movement with rich but ofttimes esoteric symbolism. Flaharty, who began
her dance studies at the University of Hawai‘i, says that butoh discovered her when she journeyed to
New York City in search of “the real root of dance” and became a student of a Zen-like butoh master
named Poppo Shiraishi. She fell in love with his meditative directives to the dancers — often given
without words — to respond to various props. “Try see what comes out of contemplating an eggshell
that’s been handed to you,” Flaharty laughs.
After five years, Flaharty returned to Hawaii and introduced Island dancers to butoh by teaching
workshops; many of the dancers ultimately wound up in the first incarnation of her company, the IONA
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Pear Dance Company, founded in 1989. (She later chose to drop the Pear in favor of the simpler IONA,
Greek for “white dove.”)
As company director, one of Flaharty’s first tasks was to coax technically proficient dancers into
letting go of preconceived notions of movement so that “they are totally open to the universe and
pure and can become a window into the beauty of the world.” Hawaii fans know this meditative state
as IONA’s hallmark, and for the dancers themselves it has great meaning. “It’s who I am as a person
that comes through in my dance,” says Danielle Paschal, who has been with IONA since 2002. “Before
I auditioned, I was very nervous. When I walked in, I felt completely at home. As a result of dancing with
IONA, I have become more centered in life. I use the meditation as a tool.”
Before the curtain rises at any show, a few IONA soloists typically come out and mingle, pausing like
tricksters to play with audience members. As she talks of such moments, Flaharty lets out a deep and
hearty laugh. “Please, I don’t want it to sound like we are in some kind of weird trance state,” she
implores. “I follow the energetic flow of the universe that Jung would say is the collective unconscious.”
Besides butoh, other influences have shaped the IONA founder’s awareness: growing up on Oahu, for
one thing, in a swirl of Eastern and Western cultures. Then there was Flaharty’s mom, a one-time dancer
later wheelchair-bound with rheumatic arthritis who still managed to demonstrate for her young
daughter the joy of movement. Flaharty began taking ballet lessons and holding recitals in her back
yard. A director even then, she was always the one to tell everyone else how the dance would go.
Flaharty lost both her parents by the time she was 16, an experience, she says, that “gave me a
foothold into the spiritual world at an early age.” She also credits the mentorship of Betty Jones and
Fritz Ludin, an acclaimed dance duo who once starred in the venerable company of José Limón and
settled in Honolulu to teach their pioneering movement technique. And then, says Flaharty, there is
the influence of serendipity — as happened, for example, when she was in the early stages of Electric
Blue and a friend gave her a beautiful book on water. “I am just fed these ideas, but this happens to all
of us,” she says. “It’s what you do with the awareness of it that counts.”
Flaharty’s modest home in the neighborhood of Kailua is like Santa’s workshop in mid-December:
ablaze with activity and filled with delights. She bids visitors not to sit down until they’ve toured the
costume collection, a riot of color that currently includes everything from Harlequin outfits to Picasso-esque
constructions. Flaharty is working on a Forbidden City theme; after a scavenger hunt through local
discount stores, she is crafting ornate headdresses with names that underline their visual puns: “Beijing
Bling Bling,” for example, and “Shanghai Way to the Stars.” Flaharty designs all of her dancers’
outrageous outfits, with an eye to matching the character of each costume to, as she puts it, “the
movement personality of each performer.”
There is a small rehearsal space in the back of the house where IONA dancers gather for
rehearsals. Most have day jobs. That’s life in Hawaii, Flaharty says, quick to add her gratitude
for their dedication. In the run-up to show time, nightly rehearsals are five-hour affairs. Equally
dedicated to IONA are a hardy band of volunteers and a diligent board of directors. Much of IONA’s
support comes from the fans’ love of Flaharty’s passion for tackling the issues of our era. In her
quest to penetrate consciousness, she has explored environmental degradation, misogyny, war,
oppression, and poverty. She always leads back into the spiritual realm and to an affirmation of
humankind’s unity. The theme of angels has become a constant in her work since she first staged
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The great elements of our planet — air, earth, fire, water —
take on provocative beauty and poetic resonance in the work of IONA.
Above, Elizabeth Grote as Water; on the previous page, Darren Miller as Fire;
and on the opening spread, Danielle Paschal as Air and Geneva Rivera as
Earth. “IONA covers the fullness of life,” says the founder of the dance
company, Cheryl Flaharty. “It’s never stuck in sentimentality.”

The character of the Tower from
IONA’s Living Tarot signifies,
says Flaharty, “the annihilation
of the old in preparation for
the new. At the very end of the
show, after building the tower
all around himself, the Tower
[played by Dennis Miller] tears it
all down, takes off his crown and
emerges in diapers newborn.”

More characters from The Living Tarot (clockwise from top left): the High Priestess (Chandra Miars),
the Lovers (Andrea Torres and Raymond Silos, with angel Nate Lampley), the Sun
(Malia Oliver), and Strength (Emily Henderson). Flaharty urges her
dancers to “be totally open to the universe and …
become a window into the beauty
of the world.”
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Soon after founding IONA, Flaharty became fascinated with angels. All cultures understand them
“as a personification of energy that communicates with God,” she says. She staged the production Mythology
of Angels and also sent angels out to deliver messages to people in what she calls “communities in need”: senior centers,
hospitals, prisons. Opposite, clockwise from top right: Summer Partlon as a black angel; backstage at Mamiya Theater during Mythology
of Angels ; angel Dennis Miller; Miller approaching a senior center in Manoa. Above: The visionary behind the visions: Flaharty on the beach.
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Mythology of Angels in the early 1990s.
“I came across paintings by AIDS activist Mark Kudota which showed angels of mercy tending to
ailing men,” she recalls. In the atmosphere of the times, she began to sense the need for healing:
There was the first Gulf War, the glimmerings of the looming global warming crisis. Researching,
Flaharty discovered that all cultures understand angels “as a personification of energy that
communicates with God.” She mounted a luxuriantly costumed show, grafting together a globe’s
worth of myths to fashion a feast for the eyes and soul that made a stunning impression on local
audiences. She even took the angels into the public schools. Right before opening the door for the
celestially outfitted dancers, Flaharty would prep the children by letting them talk about angels.
Often they asked about bad angels. “I tried to help them understand an angel isn’t good or bad,”
she remembers. “It just is.”
The kids loved the angels. Word got around, and Flaharty found herself responding to requests
to send in angels to senior centers, hospitals — and the women’s prison. “So there I am talking to
these women prisoners,” she recalls of that show, “being my bubbly self and going on and on about
consciousness, and they are looking at me with arms folded, like ‘So what?’ And then the first angel
comes through the door in an extraordinary red costume, and about fifteen prisoners turn to see a big
wind lift up her hair. Other angels come in and deliver little messages, like ‘Everything in your life is
perfect once you know who you are.’” The women began sobbing and hugging one another — definitely
not the usual response to visiting artists. “The director of the prison came in — she was in tears, too
— and said, ‘You don’t know what you did. Those women don’t cry like that.’” Flaharty and her
dancers were deeply moved by the experience and returned regularly to the women’s prison where
it was standing room only for IONA and Flaharty became known as “the angel lady.”
“Hawaii will always be our home,” says Flaharty, “but we are looking at doing more touring so we
can bring our work to the world.” Last year the group braved all kinds of logistical challenges to take
Electric Blue on tour to California, including transporting several tons of sand to re-create a beach
onstage during the show. In a dream world — which, after all, is where she lives — Flaharty would like
to see IONA performing at the Edinburgh Fringe Festival and making pilgrimages to dance on hallowed
grounds, including the isle of Iona, a monks’ retreat off the coast of Scotland. IONA has been received
to raves everywhere it’s appeared. “When people see we are from Hawaii, they often presume we are
a hula troupe,” Flaharty says dryly, adding that that idea is swiftly dispelled once the show begins.
While IONA stage shows just get grander, the company is working simultaneously on interactive
salon pieces as well as “creative services soirees” that further obliterate the barrier between spectator
and star. Flaharty describes a recent and very intimate Christmas show: “It looked like a very staunch
office party. My dancers entered in these crazy, sexy costumes to a mambo version of ‘Rudolph the
Red-Nosed Reindeer.’ We created thick snow. We had a wagon pulled by Rudolph, and in the wagon
was a Christmas Buddha.” Flaharty laughs. “East and West, that’s me. One of the interactive tools
was a riding crop with mistletoe attached at the end. Dancers would hold it over people, and they
would have to kiss. In twenty minutes it was the greatest party ever.” Flaharty pauses and muses.
“What do people get out of this? I would like them to get beauty. That’s one of my main aesthetics.”
IONA’s beauty is sometimes whimsical, often profound, always resonant. “In Western dance,” Flaharty
sums up, “we stretch to warm the body — but we also need to learn to warm the consciousness.” ;
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luxuriate. THE SPA SUITES AT THE KAHALA.

Enjoy pampering treatments from around the world.
Our unique Hawaiian therapies will caress your senses and soothe your spirit.
Experience serenity as you step through our lush gardens into
a realm of personal privacy and indulgent pleasures.

Call Spa Suites reservations at 808.739.8888 or,
from your room, press Spa Suites Reservations

www.kahalaresort.com

See what there is to see. ...
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Daybreak. By Mikhaïl Gorbachev.
I pour myself a cup of tea and scan the papers for familiar faces.
My bags are barely unpacked and I’m feeling slightly at a loss
as it dawns on me that I’m actually at home, for a change.
866 . VUITTON and now on www.louisvuitton.com
Ala Moana Center. Hilton Hawaiian Village–Honolulu. The Gump Building–Waikiki.

Mine is done by Fina, full name Sosefina Nepo, a strong, resourceful and beautiful woman from
Samoa, a true Polynesian. We start with a hoomaka, a foot bathing ritual. “You don’t want to bring
any palapala [dirt] on the body,’ explains Fina with a smile as she places a bowl of warm water at
my feet. It is filled with Jamu Thai lemongrass and Natural Bliss sea salts, and it smells wonderful —
grounding and rich. Fina takes my feet in her hands and kneads them. “The lemongrass and salts,”
she says, “are to detox and energize.” She offers me a cool towel for my eyes, which is sprinkled with
the essence of ti leaf.
The music in the background is ethereal, the stuff of whale calls and gamelan orchestras. As I lie
on the massage table, Fina tells me about growing up with the tradition of massage — fofo in Samoan.
“My two great-grandmothers were midwives in our village,” she tells me. “They taught me. In Samoa
you have to keep the tradition going. There always has to be someone in the family who knows how to
fofo. I do it for love. I love helping people — if I can help them in one way, that’s good for me.” As
Fina’s story unfolds, so too do the kinks in my body. The massage is deep, solid and intoxicating. I’m
reminded of Therese’s words: “Wellness is being in perfect equilibrium, with every cell vibrating and
a sense of completeness and grounding.”
Next comes the mud, made with volcanic ash, mamaki and ti. It is earthy and calming and feels
silky smooth. Fina slathers it all over me and then wraps my body in ti leaves. As she places the leaves
against the skin, she reminisces about collecting them in the mountains with her aunties when she
was a girl. Ti is a much-venerated plant in the Pacific, and the leaves are renowned for their ability to
pull toxins from the body. The leaves Fina is using are a vibrant green, glowing with life, and being
wrapped in them is like getting a hug from Mother Nature herself.
Just when it doesn’t seem possible that the ‘Oli‘oli can get any better, it does. As the mud and
ti do their work, Fina massages the famed Polynesian relaxant awa into my scalp. ‘Oli‘oli means
“joyous” and “blissful” and that’s almost an understatement. I let go so completely that I float off into
nothingness, losing an awareness of the body at the same time that I’m reveling in a super-awareness
of sensation. Bart’s description exactly: a oneness with the universe. I feel a deep gratitude to Fina,
the flowers, the salts, the leaves, the ash, and the awa that all put me in this state. I draw in a long
breath and give thanks for the depth of this feeling of wellness.

At The Kahala there are many opportunities to explore your own wellness. By the beach you’ll find
the Chi Energy Center — a gym filled with state-of-the-art equipment; an open-air hale, or pavilion,
for classes; and deluxe changing rooms replete with their own hot tubs. There are classes every
day at Chi — perhaps yoga or hula or Pilates or a course designed specifically for the hotel called
The Kahala Beach Body Workout. And workout it is. It is held on the lawn just beside the ocean,
and it features squats, lunges, jumping jacks, stretching, work with weights, jogging on the beach,
and more — a high-octane forty-five minutes. “And it’s fun!” says personal trainer Amber Quinn,
one of the class’s teachers. “When you’re outdoors, you don’t really realize how hard you’re working.
The purpose of the class is to allow our guests to experience a whole-body workout in the midst
of the natural elements.” The gentler yin to the beach body workout’s yang comes from the
vinyasana yoga classes, which are held in the Chi’s beautifully crafted hale, where you can stand
right next to an exquisite coconut-wood pillar and work on getting your body as unshakeable and
grounded as a tree.
“We try to aim for something truly different,” says managing director John Blanco of the hotel’s
offerings, noting that there is constant attention to what will best serve the guests’ wellness. I think
back to that conversation with friends when we sought to get at what constitutes the heart of wellness.
Whatever it looks like to you, Hawaii and The Kahala are proof that it is nurtured by being in a
place of beauty and calm where people are dedicated to making your life better by sharing their
own experiences and ideas of wellness. I think back to Ralph’s idea that we are all bound up in
wellness together and know that it is true. ;

IN THE BALANCE : Whatever wellness looks like to you, you’ll find ways to explore it at
The Kahala. “We try to aim for something truly different,” says the hotel’s managing director John Blanco.
Here, sunlight plays on the ocean as a young couple stretches into the moment.
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